
Heartless by Marissa Meyer  

Genre - Heartless is a fantasy/romance book set as a prequel to Alice In 

Wonderland (by Lewis Carroll). It is a standalone book. 

Summary - Heartless follows the story of the Queen of Hearts as a teenager. 

Catherine/Cath (the Queen of Hearts) is the daughter of the Marquees and her 

passion is baking. Her goal is to open a bakery with her best friend, who is one 

of her servants, Mary Ann. However, Cath's parents would be mortified at the 

suggestion of it. Catherine’s mother is set on finding Cath a suitable match and 

is thrilled when the King of Hearts has taken an interest in Catherine and has 

asked to court (date) her. Contrary to her Mother wants for her, Cath feels sick 

thinking about it. Instead, her heart is set on the King’s new Joker, Jest. He is 

mysterious, kind, witty, sarcastic and very clever. As time goes on, their 

relationship grows but how could Cath ever tell her parents of her affections 

towards a Joker and how to tell them her plan of running a bakery with one of 

her servants?  

Characters: Protagonists - The main protagonists are Catharine, who is 

determined and a bit naive, and Jest who is mysterious and clever. Catherine's 

best friend, Mary Ann, is logical and smart - making her a great business 

partner. Hatta (the Mad Hatter) is Jest's best friend and sells marvellous hats 

and odd but fun tea parties. Antagonists - the main antagonists are Peter Peter 

- a rude man - and the Jabberwock, a ferocious beast. Catherine's mother is a 

bit antagonistic and is blind to her daughter’s dreams and wishes.  

Overall review - I really enjoyed this book and would highly recommend it to 

others. It is clever in dropping hints and clues to things that happened in Alice 

In Wonderland e.g. tells us how the White Rabbit got his pocket watch. At 

times it makes you angry, sad, happy and annoyed. In my opinion, any book 

that makes you feel emotional (in anyway) towards a character, is well written 

and is normally a good book. This is one of my favourite books and I would rate 

it 5/5. 


